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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a simple linear algebraic Chevalley group of universal type over 
K, the algebraic closure of the prime field F,, p > 1. In [7] J. Humphreys 
introduced a geometrical object called the Brauer complex of G which has 
been suggested for the solution of the “decomposition” problem of the 
modular representation theory of G(q), the group of F,-rational points of G, 
where q is a power of p. The present paper provides some new properties of 
this complex which are summarized in Theorem 3.3. A consequence of this 
theorem (see [4]) is that one can relate the Brauer complex to the families of 
semisimple complex representations of G*(q) constructed by Deligne and 
Lusztig in [5], where G* is an adjoint group being the dual of G (see [5]). In 
particular, by considering the semisimple classes in G(q), we define certain 
points of the complex, the positions of which can determine what subgroups 
of G(q) are the centralizers of semisimple elements in’G(q). This is shown in 
[6]. In [5] the degrees of the semisimple representations of G*(q) are given 
by a formula involving the orders of these subgroups. Hence, one can now 
determine in a simple way these degrees for all groups of adjoint type (see 
detailed tables in [6]). Also, in a similar context, we have computed in [6] 
the number of semisimple representations belonging to a given family for 
groups of rank < 2. This gives us an idea how the Brauer complex might be 
used to obtain this number for groups of higher rank than 2. Another 
immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3 is the well-known result of R. 
Steinberg [9] that G(q) has q’ semisimple classes where 1 is the rank of G. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We follow the definitions and notations of [3] and [8], where the reader 
will also find further references as well as proofs of standard results. Let g be 
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the simple complex Lie algebra of G and H, a Cartan subalgebra of g. 
Consider the root system @ of g relative to HC and fix a fundamental basis 
(ri; i= 1, 2,..., I}in @. If r is a root, then h, denotes the coroot associated to
r. In particular, let hi denote the coroot associated to ri, i = 1, 2,..., 1.
Consider the Z-lattice Y of the coroots. Then the real space H = Y @ R 
endowed with the Killing form of g is a Euclidean space. 
Let W be the Weyl group generated by all the reflections w, in the hyper- 
planes in H orthogonal to the coroots h,, r E @. For each r E @ and k E Z, 
we put w,,~ = d(kh,.) w, to denote the affine reflection i the hyperplane 
H,,, = {h E H; r(h) = k}, where d(kh,) denotes the translation by the element 
kh,.. Now the set of all hyperplanes Hr,kr (r E @‘, k E Z), is stable under the 
semidirect product D . W = W,, where D is the group of translations by 
elements of Y. W, is called the afftne Weyl group of @. Any connected 
component C of the open subset H - Ur,kHr,k of H is an open simplex, 
called an alcove. The alcove C, = {h E H; ri(h) > 0, i = 1, 2,..., I r,(h) < 1) 
is called the fundamental alcove, where r,, denotes the highest root in @. A 
fundamental region of the action of W, on H is the closed simplex CO, the 
closure of C,. 
Following [8], the group G is constructed from a given finite dimensional 
faithful g-module V. Let ,D, ,uz ,..., ,u” be the weights of a fixed admissible 
basis of V. As G is assumed to be of universal type, the Z-span of these 
weights is just the weight lattice X= Cf=, Zdi, where the l:s are the 
fundamental weights, i.e., the linear functions on H defined by Ili(hj) = 6, 
(Kronecker delta) i, j= 1, 2 ,..., 1.In G there is a maximal torus T which 
splits over F,. The torus T is isomorphic to Hom,(X, K*), where K* denotes 
the multiplicative group of K. In fact, T is generated by all h(Z) = 
diag(X@,),X@,),..., X@,)), X E Hom,(X, K*). Moreover, each h(Z) is 
written uniquely in the form n: h(S,,,,i), where x,i,,i(n) = z)(~~), ,%E X and 
zi = X(Ai), i = 1, 2 ,..., 1.Identifying the Weyl group W with the group 
generated by all the reflections in the space X@ R associated tothe roots, W
acts on T by w(h(X)) = h(w(S)), where w(X)(1) = S(w- ‘(1)) for all 
I E x. 
Consider now the additive group C$,, of the rational numbers whose 
denominators are not divisible by p, We recall that the additive group o,@ 
is isomorphic to K* and that Y@ (C&,/Z) is isomorphic to Hom,(X, QP,/Z). 
The following lemma is needed in the next section. 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) Let p be a homomorphism of QP, onto K*. Then there 
exists a surjective homomorphism Y 0 CR,,, + Hom,(X, K*) given by 
CYi 0 ti + fl~yfiup(~i) y where zy,opgi) (A) = p(~$)“‘“~‘. Thus every element of T 
is of the form h(5,) for some y E Y&I Q$,, .
(b) The $emisimple conjugacy classes of G are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the points in Y @ Cl& I n cO. 
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Proof. (a) The map Y x 6&,, + Horn,& 0$/Z) deftned by (y, <) -+ 
x (Y,I)’ where s(Y,l) (A) = 1(y) 4 mod Z, induces a unique homomorphism 
Y @ CR,,, -+ Hom(X, U&,(/Z) given by zYi @ 4 + sTy,~,modE = 
~~y~~l,modZ~ where n~Yrsrimodz. .l+ZA(yi)& mod Z for all A EX. Since 
for all A E X we have .U( yi) ti E Z if and only if Zyi @ ri E Y, the kernel of 
this homomorphism is the lattice Y. Now the exact sequence 0 + Z -+ Q,, + 
U4,,/H + 0 gives the tensored sequence 0 -+ Y @ Z = Y -+ Y @ Q,, -+ 
Y @ (Q&,/Z) -+ 0 which is also exact. Hence, Hom(X, a,@) z 
Y 0 (Q$JZ) E Y@ QP,/Y and the above homomorphism is surjective. 
Therefore, under p we have the surjective homomorphism as the lemma 
states. 
(b) We know (c.f. [ 1, 91) that two elements h(X,), A(%,,), 
I’, 4” E Y@ Qp, of T are conjugate in G if and only if are conjugate under 
W, i.e., w(.%,) =X,, for some w E W. If y = Cy, @ &, yi E Y, ri E QD,, 
then by (a) we have w(%,)(n) = ZIp(~i)wm’(~‘)(y) = ZZp(<i)A(w(yi)) = Xwcy,@) 
for all 1 E X. Therefore, h(X,) is conjugate to h(X,,) in G if and only if 
.x w(y) = .Zy8, i.e., cXw(y)-yT = 1. That is, w(y) - y’ E Y which means that y 
and y’ determine the same W,-orbit in Y @ C$,,. Now since the W,-orbits in 
Y @ QP, are represented by the elements of Y @ QP, f7 c,, and since every 
semisimple element of G is conjugate to some element of T, we obtain the 
requirement. 
Finally let IJ: G -+ G be the Frobenius map which raises every matrix entry 
to its qth power. Then the group G, of the fixed points under r~ is a finite 
Chevalley group. As G is assumed to be of universal type, G, is the group 
G(q) of F,-rational points of G. o acts on the semisimple classes of G. By the 
above lemma the u-stable semisimple classes correspond to elements of cO. 
These elements of c0 will be called the a-invariant points of cO. 
3. THE BRAUER COMPLEX 
In this section we introduce the Brauer complex which will be used to find 
properties characterizing the a-invariant points of c,,. 
For a positive integer n we consider the affine reflection group W,,, = 
D, . W, where D, denotes the group of translation (l/q”) D. The groups 
W a,n, n E Z’, have properties similar to the affine Weyl group W,. We state 
some of them needed for the present purposes. 
(4 W,,, is a Coxeter group on generators w, ,,..., w ! and w,~,,,~~. 
(b) The simplex @;I = (l/q”) c0 = {h E X, r,(h) > 0, i = 1,2 ,..., 1
r,(h) < l/q”} is a fundamental region for the action of W,,, on H. 
Let d((l/q”) y) w, (y E Y, w E W), be an element of W,,,. Then we denote 
flk,, the open simplex {h E H; w(ri)(h) > (I/q”) W(ri)(y), w(r,)(h) < 
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(llq”)(w(r,)(y) + 11, j = 1, L., I}. If w’ E W, y’ E Y and m E N, then we 
call the element w’ (resp. y’) the relative orientation (resp. position) of 
@ ” ” wJw,q,,,my+wo,,j with respect o GpdL,y. The simplices 61?k,y, (w E W,y E Y), 
will be called the (w, y)-alcoves and denoted simply by @PIW,y. In particular, 
the simplex GZA will be denoted by CPI,. 
Let C, be the set of hyperplanes Hr,r,qn, (r E @, z E Z). 
(c) 2, = {w(Hi), i = 1, 2 ,..., 1  w(Hrn, l/q”); w E W,.,}, where Hi = H,!,, 
and HO = HrO,, . Moreover,Z,cZ,+,and Wa,n~ W,,,+,,nEN. 
Let I, = (0, 1, 2 ,..., I)and for J$ I, let FJ denote the set of elements h E H 
satisfying r,(h) = 0, for 0 #j E J, r,(h) > 0, for 0 # i&J and r,(h) = 1 if 
0 E J, r,(h) < 1 if 0 6? J. Then FJ is an open simplex in the afftne space 
HJ = njpJ Hj. The simplices FJ” = (l/q”) FJ;, J$ I,, are the faces of @. We 
say that the face FJ is of type J. 
(d) For an element wE W,,,, the closed simplex ~(0’:) can also be 
chosen as a fundamental region of W,,, with respect o which the Coxeter 
generators of W,., are the elements ww,,w- ‘, i = 1, 2 ,..., I and WW,~,~~“W- ‘. 
Therefore, the type of the face w(Fi) of w(cpl:) can be defined as J. In other 
words, the action of W,,, on H does not affect he types of the faces of &j. 
The face of type J of @i,y will be denoted by F;“,,,,. A good reference for 
proofs of the above statements is [2 1. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The Brauer complex of G denoted by B, is the set of all 
faces of (w, y)-alcoves which are in cO. 
Since c0 is an I-dimensional simplex we see (because of volume reasons) 
that it can be filled up by exactly q[(w,y)-alcoves. These are the I- 
dimensional faces of B,. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let x0 be an element in Y 0 Q$,, ~7 CO. Then x0 is a a- 
invariant point if and only ifxO = qw(xO) mod Y, for some w E W. 
ProoJ Suppose that x0 is a u-invariant point. Let t, = h(AZ?X,) be the 
element of the torus T which represents the semisimple class corresponding 
to x,,. Thus also the element u(t,) = tz = h(SqXO) is in this class. By Lemma 
2.1, the points x,, and qx, are in the same W,-orbit. Suppose that the point x0 
lies in the closure of csd,,, for some w E W, y E Y. Then the point qx, lies in 
the simplex w(c,,) + y. Thus the point qw-‘(x,) - w-‘(y) is the unique point 
in c,, which determines the W,-orbit of qx,. But since x,, lies in c0 and is 
equivalent o qx, under W,, we must have x,, = qw-‘(x,) - w-‘(y). This 
gives the resulf in one direction. Conversely, let x,, E Y @ QP, n c,, such that 
x,, = qw(x,) + y, for some w E W, y E Y. Then we have sXO = sqwcXO,) as 
9?,, = 1. Therefore, t, = h(XXO) = h(Xg,,,(,..) ) = w(tz), which means that the 
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W-orbit of t, is fixed by u. Hence (see [ 1; p. 197]), the conjugacy class of t, 
in G is a o-stable class, as required. 
Notice that if we work backward in the second part of the proof we obtain 
the first. But the above proof points out for what elements w E W and y E Y 
we have x0 = qw(x,) + y. 
The question ow is how the u-invariant points are distributed inc?,,. To
answer this we relate the u-invariant points to the Brauer complex. 
THEOREM 3.3. (a) The closure of each l-dimensional face in the Brauer 
complex B, contains exactly one a-invariant point. 
(b) Let @,,, be an alcove (i.e., an l-dimensional face) in B,, and let F 
be a face of cIJ!~,~ which has the smallest dimension among the faces of a,,, 
for which the type is the same as the type of the face of CO on whch it lies. 
Then F is unique and contains the o-invariant point lying in a,,,. 
(c) The closures of two distinct l-dimensional faces of B, contain 
distinct a-invariant points. 
ProoJ (a) Suppose that for some w E W and y E Y we have 
f ro(w(x> + Y) G 1, $ ri(W(X) + Y) > 0, i= 1,2 ,..., 1 (*) 
for all x E CO. In other words the closed simplex d,,, lies in c,, .Thus 
because of (*) we also have gk,, c at-‘, k > 1. Therefore, applying the 
affine transformation 
+-&wk-2 (VI) wk-’ 
on the last inclusion we get yk c yk _ i, where 
Doing this for all k > 1, we obtain the infinite chain of simplices CO = 
F. 3 9, 3 Y2 3 *. . 3 Yk 3 * * * . 
Let n be the order of w. As k + co, the simplex 0: tends to the origin and 
so the above chain tends to the point 
-? ,l 
,yl 
TTY+.& 
4 
w(Y)+-*+g 
1 
in+n w”-‘(Y) 
i=O i=o 4 
1 1 1 
=-z+ -nTz+ 
4 4 
TTz+-=~o(~)j(~z) 
9 
l/q 4 
n-1 
= 1 - l/q” 
z=-z 
q”-1 ’ 
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where 
z=y+iw(y)+ . . . + + w”-‘(y). 
Therefore, the point x0 = (qn-l/q” - 1) z lies in Y @! Q,, n gw,,,. On the 
other hand, we have 
w-‘(x0) - w-‘(y) 
=4” 
q”- 1 ( w”-‘(Y)++y+ .** + -2(y)) 
Thus by the previous proposition x0 is a o-invariant point. Moreover, x0 is 
the unique u-invariant point in the simplex a,,,. For, if xb were another 
point in @‘w,y satisfying the condition xb = qw- ‘(xb) - w-‘(y), then we 
would have x0 - xb = qw-‘(x, - xb). This implies x0 = xb since the Killing 
form on H is W-invariant. This gives (a). 
(b) We saw that the u-invariant point x0 which is in @w,y lies in every 
simplex yk, for all k > 1 and has the form x0 = (q”- l/q” - 1) 
XI:; (l/d) W’(Y), h w ere n is the order of w. We may assume x0 # 0 and so 
x0 # (l/q) y (the case x0 = 0 is trivial). Now the bounding hyperplanes of 
@,,, are of the form H,c,i),(llq)w(r3(y)t i = 1, L., L and Hw(ro),(llq)(l +w~(ro)+y). 
Let us suppose that x0 lies on a face FJ of co. We prove that x0 lies also on 
the face FJ,w,r of CR,,, of type J. From the definition f the faces, this is 
equivalent to showing that 
(i) Ti(xo) = 0 if and only if 
w(ri)CxOl=$ w(ri>(Y> for i # 0, 
(ii) rj(xo) > 0 if and only if 
forj # 0, 
(iii) To(xo) = 1 if and only if 
w(ro)(xo) = $ (1 + w(ro)(Y>h 
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and 
(iv> ro(xo> < 1 if and only if 
w(ro>(xo> < $ (1 + Nr,>(y>>. 
Let us prove equivalence (i). Equivalence (ii) is proved in the same way. We 
have ri(xo) = 0 if and only if (q”- l/q” - 1) xi:\ (I/q”) ri(w”(y)) = 0 and 
this is equivalent to cL:;=b ( l/qmf ‘) w(ri) (wmt ‘(y)) = 0. As the Killing form 
is W-invariant, the last equation is equivalent to xi:; (l/q”‘+ ‘) 
w(ri)(wmt ‘(y)) = -(l/q”) w(ri)(y) and adding in both sides of this equation 
the term w(rJ(y) we get ,lX~b (l/q’? w(rJ(w”(y>> = (4” - l/q”) w(rJb> 
we obtain the equivalent equation (qnel/qn - 1) CG:b (I/q”) w(ri)(w”(y)) = 
(l/q) w(ri)(y) as required. For equivalence (iii) we have r,,(x,) < 1 if and 
only if Ct:\ (l/q”’ ‘) w(r,)(wm+ ‘(y)) < (qn - l/q”). That is, 
n-2 
\‘ l mtl w(rO)(wm+ ‘(v)> <
4” - 1 - w(ro)(y) 
m=o 4 9” . 
Adding the term w(ro)(y) in both sides of the last inequality we get 
n-1 
\‘ i Wo>(w”(y>) < 
W - 1X1 + Nro>(y)) 
Go 4 4” 
or equivalently 
4 n--l n-l \’ L w(ro)(w”(y)) < + (1 + w(ro>(y)> 4” - 1 m=o qm 
as required. 
Similarly one can prove equivalence (iv). Therefore the a-invariant point 
x0 lies on FJ if and only if it lies on FJ,,,,. 
For the rest of the claim in (b) we look at the relative orientation and 
position of the simplex 9$ wtih respect to 5$-, . Suppose that a face Fj:,W,y 
of CYr lies on the face FJ of co. We apply induction on k to show that the 
face of 5‘$ of type J lies on F,, for all k E N. Since the orientation and the 
position of P2 with respect to YI is the same as that of 9, with respect to 
cO, the face of P2 of type J lies on F:,,,, and so on FJ. Now suppose that 
the face of %Yk of type J lies on FJ. Then since the relative orientation and 
position of Yk+, with respect to Yk is the same as that of Pk with respect to 
‘ztl we see that the face of 5$+r of type J lies on the face of 2’- r of type 
J and so, by the induction hypothesis, on FJ. Taking the limit as k+ co (as 
we did in (a)) we get a o-invariant point on the closure of the face FJ. Doing 
this for all faces of YI which lie on faces of c0 of the same type, we see that 
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the intersection of their closures must be the face of Sq which contains the u- 
invariant point lying in Yi. From the first part of the proof of (b), this face 
must lie on a face of CO of the same type. This completes the claim in (b). 
(c) Since two distinct l-dimensional faces in B, obviously can not 
share a face which lies on a face of CO of the same type, (c) is a consequence 
of (a) and (b). 
Thus we have a one-to-one correspondence between o-invariant points in 
c, and (w, y)-alcoves in B,. In other words, the faces of maximal dimension 
of the Brauer complex are in bijective correspondence with the o-stable 
semisimple classes in G. 
COROLLARY. (a) The number of a-stable semisimple conjugacy classes 
of G(q) is q’. 
(b) Each u-invariant point in CO is of the form 
for some w E W, y E Y, where n is the order of w. 
Proof. (a) We know (see [ 1; p. 1971) that the semisimple classes in 
G(q) are in bijective correspondence with the u-stable semisimple classes in 
G which, by the above theorem, are q’ in number. This is the well known 
result obtained by Steinberg (see [9]); 
(b) is in the proof of the theorem. 
The figures below are examples for CJ = 5 showing how the a-invariant 
points are distributed on the faces of the Brauer complex for types A,, B, 
and G,. 
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As we have mentioned in the introduction, inview of Theorem 3.3, the 
Brauer complex, in our version, has some interesting consequences to the 
representation theory of G*(q) (see [4, 61) as well as to the structure of the 
centralizers of semisimple lements in G(q) (see [6]). We hope to give a 
complete treatment of this in a forthcoming paper. 
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